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Family Engagement

Grantees engage families as 
partners and constituents, not as 
clients or beneficiaries.

• Unlike traditional nonprofit work, our grantees 
work with families, instead of for them. Families 
are partners, working in organizations, serving as 
board members and leading campaigns. 

• In 2016, grantees educated more than 21 million 
people through house meetings, educational 
forums, chapter meetings, and town halls, about 
issues that affect their lives. Together, almost 2 
million people shared their voice in meetings and 
public actions, a dramatic increase since 2009.

• Year-round, more community members are 
civically active as grantees significantly increased 
their nonpartisan voter engagement activities to 
build power.  

Leadership Development

Empowering individuals to become 
leaders in their communities is 
an essential part of building a 
movement of low-income families.

• Grantees have developed tens of thousands of 
core leaders– who regularly advocate for their 
community and whose passion ignites their work –
increasing by 60 percent over the past eight years.  

• Families are better equipped to share 
compelling stories about their experiences and 
needs with lawmakers and the public when 
they are trained as advocates on policy issues. 
A greater proportion of grantees developed 
peoples’ skills in policy advocacy, rising from 66 
percent in 2009 to 83 percent in 2016.

• The proportion of grantees preparing community 
members for elected or appointed positions 
grew from 19 percent in 2009 to 33 percent in 
2016, empowering community members to bring 
their perspectives and decision-making to bear 
in changing policy. 

Executive Summary
This report examines our grantmaking in 2016 and trends in movement building over an eight-year period. 
Marguerite Casey Foundation uses a framework of five indicators to assess progress in movement building. 
Our analysis of these indicators yielded several key takeaways that inform our work going forward.
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Organizational Infrastructure

Long-term, unrestricted funding 
offers grantees stability and flexibility 
to make financial and programmatic 
decisions to ensure they can meet 
their goals and best serve their 
constituents.

• With long-term, unrestricted funding grantees have 
invested in staff and improved their technology and 
communications, strengthening their ability to build 
a movement of low-income families.

• The proportion of grantees with written leadership 
succession plans has not grown since 2012, and 
remained at 30 percent in 2016. This is a critical 
area of vulnerability for organizations, and we need 
to explore ways to encourage organizations to plan 
for leadership and governance changes.

• In our portfolio of primarily mid-size and small 
organizations, we are seeing grantees strengthen 
their financial positions, with fewer budget deficits 
and more budget surpluses. This validates our 
model of long-term, general support grantmaking 
that trusts organizations to make financial decisions 
based on their expertise and knowledge.

Network Development

By funding organizations willing to 
learn from each other and nurturing 
their connections across issues, 
constituencies and regions through 
networks, we are supporting a 
landscape where groups can 
organically collaborate and build true 
alliances for change.

• When building a movement, choosing grantees 
who can work together is critical. Since we began 
surveying our grantees, they have consistently 
reported collaborating across issues and learning 
from one another. 

• As the number of Equal Voice Networks 
soared to 15 in 2016 from 2 in 2009, grantees 
were almost 20 percent more likely to engage 
constituencies together. These networks created 
spaces for grantees to coordinate campaigns 
and amplify family voices.   

• Through participation in Foundation-funded 
Equal Voice networks, grantees expanded their 
visibility and reach, strengthened collaboration, 
deepened trust, and shared knowledge and 
best practices. 

Policy Impact
Grantees have led policy victories 
in each of our grantmaking 
regions, demonstrating that long-
term investments in grassroots 
organizations and networks to 
work across issues can result in 
meaningful action and impact.

• Grantees have focused their investments in 
state, county and city policy reforms, decreasing 
their work at the federal level, recognizing that 
real and tangible changes for families begin 
locally. 

• Many of the policy victories of 2016 addressed 
multiple issues low-income families face every 
day, reflecting our cross-issue approach to 
movement building.

• Most of the policy reforms that grantees won did 
not require government funding. In fact, some 
policy wins, such as criminal justice reforms that 
reduced incarceration, will save state and local 
governments’ money. Policy reforms were about 
long-term change that expanded opportunities 
for and protected the rights of families with the 
goals of promoting equity and lifting people out 
of poverty.
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Our grantmaking model has been consistent since 
Marguerite Casey Foundation’s inception in 2001. Our 
mission is to nurture a family-led movement to bring 
about social and economic change that improves the 
well-being of all families, based on the principle that 
those who are experiencing poverty know best how 
to alleviate it. We provide multiyear, general support 
grants to cornerstone community-based organizations 
that help low-income families create and execute their 

77% 
of grants were for 
renewed support

$261,603
average grant 

amount

29 
months = average 

grant length

Facts at a Glance for Grants Approved in 2016

own solutions. We build relationships founded on 
trust and shared values; grantees use our resources 
as they see fit. We do not fund specific program 
areas or “issues.” Rather we expect grantees to 
employ the strategies of education, advocacy and 
activism across the many interrelated issues low-
income families identify as affecting their lives. 

Introduction

2016 Grantmaking

We produced our first annual Impact Assessment 
Report in 2010, which provided data on our work 
and that of our grantees in calendar year 2009. The 
original purpose of the Impact Assessment Report 
was to create an annual benchmark for tracking 
progress over time by aggregating the different 
pieces of evaluation information collected each year. 
For this latest iteration, renamed the Marguerite 
Casey Foundation Movement Building Report, we 

are analyzing not only our 2016 grantmaking and 
movement-building progress but also trends over 
time since our first Impact Assessment Report. 
We have chosen three points in time – 2009, 2012 
and 2016 – to look at trends, discuss what these 
trends tell us about our model’s implementation and 
efficacy over time, and provide reflections on what 
we are learning regarding potential adjustments. 

78
general grants 

approved
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68%

17% 9% 4% 2%

Urban Rural No Primary Suburban Not
Applicable

2%

4%

5%

6%

24%

25%

34%

Not Applicable

Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

White

American Indian or Alaska Native

No Primary

African-American or Black

Latinx

17%

22%

61%

27%

21%

52%

Some of the characteristics of the grantees active throughout 2016 (N = 169) are below. Our grantmaking 
supports groups in 13 states within four regions. We also support a portfolio of national groups to connect 
local and regional work to national strategies and resources. We ask organizations to describe the 
demographics of the constituencies who directly benefit from their work. Primary refers to any category where 
the proportion reported is 50 percent or more.

Characteristics of 2016 Active Grantees

Primary Geography of Constituents 

Annual Organizational Revenues

Primary Race/ethnicity of Constituents

Grantmaking Region

10%
Midwest

27%
South

21%
Southwest

20%
National

22%
West

$1M+

$500,000 - $999,999

< $500,000

Length of Relationship

More than 10 years

6 - 10 years

0 - 5 years

Immigrants and 
refugees are the primary 

constituency for 
20% of grantees.
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2009–2016 
Progress in Movement Building 
The primary source of data for progress in movement 
building is a grantee survey, distributed online to 
general grantees active throughout the year. While 
we would like to report on the achievements of all our 
grantees, we are confident that our survey results 
reflect the active grantee cohort. 

We conducted our most recent grantee survey in the 
fall of 2017 to collect data on activities and outcomes 
in 2016. The response rate was 96 percent compared 
to 82 percent in 2009 and 90 percent in 2012. 
Although we are reporting on these three particular 

years, we recognize that shifts may have occurred 
in the intervening years. However 2009, 2012 and 
2016 represent the most complete and comparable 
sets of survey data that reveal trends over the 
period 2009 to 2016. 

Our survey, as with all our data collection tools, 
centers on questions regarding indicators we think 
are critical to nurturing a family-led movement. The 
indicators, and activities and outcomes within each 
indicator, we examine to assess the progress of 
grantees are listed below: 

Family 
Engagement

• Work with families to identify issue priorities, lead campaigns and 
advocate on their own behalf

• Expand active and organized base of people engaged with the 
movement

Leadership 
Development

• Provide opportunities for intentional multigenerational leadership 
development

• Ensure families progress in leadership roles within organizations and 
communities

Organizational 
Infrastructure

• Leadership represents target constituency
• Effective board governance and staffing
• Financial stability (operations, management, fund development)
• Communicate strategically with constituents, allies, policymakers and 

the general public
• Use data to adapt or refine strategies and tactics

Network 
Development

• Build relationships and collaborate across issues, regions, race and 
ethnicity, and egos

• Align efforts with other organizations using shared analysis and vision 
for equity

• Actively participate in Equal Voice networks and contribute to their 
health and effectiveness                                                                         

Policy Impact

• Engage in policy advocacy based on research and analysis informed 
by ideas and experiences of families

• Achieve policy reforms that improve the economic and social well-
being of all families
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Family Engagement

Key Takeaways

 z Unlike traditional nonprofit work, our grantees work with families, instead of for them. 

Families are partners, working in organizations, serving as board members and leading 

campaigns. 

 z In 2016, grantees educated more than 21 million people through house meetings, 

educational forums, chapter meetings, and town halls, about issues that affect their 

lives. Together, almost 2 million people shared their voice in meetings and public 

actions, a dramatic increase since 2009.

 z Year-round, more community members are civically active as grantees 

significantly increased their nonpartisan voter engagement activities to 

build power. 
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2009 2012 2016

Our grantees do not engage families as clients or 
beneficiaries; they engage families as partners and 
constituents. The relationship is consistently two-
sided. Since 2009 almost two-thirds of grantees 
have families participating as employees or 
board members, providing first-hand insight for 
organizational planning.

Families are at the heart of Marguerite Casey Foundation’s work. We partner with organizations that have 
authentic relationships with families and get them involved to form organized bases and lead movements. 
Family engagement starts broadly through issue education and deepens as families mobilize to take action 
for the causes and policies they care about and that affect their communities. 

The reach of our grantees has grown exponentially over the past eight years, reaching 21 million in 2016 
partly due to an election that galvanized and educated people. Almost 2 million people mobilized to share 

their voice in meetings and public actions in 2016, a dramatic upward trend since 2009.  

Almost 2 million people mobilized 
to share their voice in meetings and 
public actions in 2016, a dramatic 
upward trend since 2009.

  

___________________________________________

“The Foundation’s support allowed us to continue to build 

a family-centered, immigrant led movement for universal 

child care in New Mexico, creating a family engagement 

network across the state that continues to grow.”

Partnership for Community Action, Albuquerque, NM

___________________________________________

individuals educated 
about issues that 
affect them

individuals turned 
out at public actions, 
events, or meetings

2 out of 3 grantees 
have families participating 
as employees or board 
members since 2009.

1,259,643

699,961

21,287,341

1,995,088
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Membership means different things for each 
organization, so we asked grantees in our most 
recent survey what it means to be a member of their 
organization. Here is what we heard: 

• Becoming a member of an organization is a way 
for individuals to demonstrate a commitment to 
the mission and vision of the organization. Some 
organizations provide their members access 
to opportunities and information, including 
scholarships, discounts on trainings, and research 
about issues specific to their communities. 

• Being a member usually comes with a financial 
commitment. That commitment ranges from $1 
to $250 annually, but many grantees shared 
that they recognize the financial burdens of their 
constituents and often allow members to pay what 
they can or not pay at all. The dues can ensure 
commitment and a sense of ownership of the 
organization for members. 

• Participation in organizational actions and meetings 
is another determining factor in membership. 
Grantees provided a range of participation 
requirements—1–3 actions per year all the way up 
to 80 percent of organizational activities. 

• A few grantees noted that membership in 
their organization provides individuals a 
voice in governance. Members vote at annual 
meetings, elect members to the board, serve on 
committees, decide organizational strategy, and 
shape agendas.

Another way grantees engage families is through 
membership. In 2012, when we started collecting 
membership information, the proportion of grantees 
with individual members was 42 percent and it 
increased to 46 percent in 2016. The total number of 
members has almost tripled during this period. By 
2016, grantees reported almost 1.8 million members.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

“We are a parent-led, parent-run organization and everything we do is with our base of low-income families who 

have the decision-making authority to determine our campaigns, what we support and oppose, if we will work with 

a new coalition, etc. We do this through regular chapter meetings, trainings, and mobilization events, supporting 

them to testify at public hearings and meet with legislators. Our base has grown to include an increasing number of 

grandparents and youth leaders who have grown up with our organization and found their own voice.”

Parent Voices, San Francisco, CA

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2012
661,292

2016
1,777,258

The total number of individual members of 
grantee organizations has almost tripled 
between 2012 and 2016.
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Beyond engaging families civically to participate 
in actions, as members and leaders of change 
efforts within their organizations, grantees grow a 
grassroots base through nonpartisan integrated 
voter engagement. Nonpartisan integrated voter 
engagement builds the power of communities 
between elections and covers a host of activities: 
voter education, voter registration, voter protection, 
and voter turnout. These activities change the 
electorate by expanding the number of people who 
consistently participate in the political process and 
engaging those individuals year-round in organizing 
and advocacy efforts. Between one-half and two-
thirds of our grantees undertake nonpartisan voter 
engagement activities in any given year.

Between one-half and two-thirds of our grantees undertake nonpartisan voter 
engagement activities in any given year.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

“We engage our base of low-income families by reaching out and going directly into their neighborhoods to engage 

these families. Because of the ongoing issues on immigration reform we have seen a decline in community members 

reaching out to our organization, therefore our community health workers go directly into these neighborhoods and 

reach out to people. They work to establish and develop relationships with these families and bring awareness, 

leadership training and provide education on issues that affect their communities. Because they work closely with 

these families it makes it easier for our community health workers to reach out and engage these communities on 

important issues.”

Brighton Park Neighborhood Council, Chicago, IL

_______________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

“We actively engage our base of low-income families through regular membership and house meetings, educational 

forums, community events, public speaking opportunities, advocating with decision-makers locally and statewide, 

door knocking, canvassing, phone banking and surveying. Our base has grown over time, as we develop our 

leaders to become strong spokespersons and advocates. Our campaigns and strategic direction are based on the 

needs of the community, so residents become involved because they believe in our vision and recognize that there 

is power in numbers.” 

Strategic Concepts in Organizing and Policy Education, Los Angeles, CA

________________________________________________________________________________________
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45%

65%

50%

28%

17%

48%

59%
52%

29%

4%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Voter
registration

Voter
education

Voter
mobilization

Voter
protection/rights

Redistricting

We added information from the years 2013 and 2015 
to the graph below to offer comparisons between 
national election years and off-years. The percentage 
of grantees that undertake registration and 
mobilization peaks somewhat during national election 
years with approximately 50 percent of grantees 
undertaking such activities. Note however, that even 
when a national election is not happening, a fairly 
consistent proportion of grantees do nonpartisan 
voter education. Additionally, while a smaller 
percentage of grantees focus on voter protection and 
rights, this important work continues in the off-years 
and includes addressing disenfranchisement laws 
and ensuring that voting restrictions do not weaken 
the right to vote. The one activity that has decreased 
over time amongst grantees is redistricting—a 
complex means used to diminish the decision-making 
power of certain communities. 

Community members trained to conduct voter 
engagement efforts are the infrastructure for year 
round civic engagement and community organizing, 
which in turn grows the base of people involved 
with the movement. There has been a notable 

increase in the number of individuals trained by 
grantees with almost 50,000 people trained in 2016 
alone. These community members, along with staff, 
have made impressive numbers of both direct and 
indirect contacts with voters since 2012. There was 
a significant jump in the number of people contacted 
in 2016 compared to 2012. Finally, groups have 
been involved with registering new voters since 2012 
with a dramatic increase in 2016. Many of the efforts 
in 2016 were to expand the electorate by reaching 
out to communities often overlooked, including new 

citizens, young people and communities of color.

These numbers speak to the reach of our grantees 
and how they have increased their reach with 
families over time. While breadth of engagement is 
important for building a national movement, depth 
of family engagement is equally critical as we are 
nurturing this movement from the ground up. It is 
a long-term strategy with family engagement at its 
core. The journey from protest to policy to a just 
society is a marathon, not a sprint, and families show 

endurance in their ceaseless fight for change.

Voter Engagement NumbersVoter Engagement Activities

The journey from protest to policy to a just society is a marathon, not a sprint, and 
families show endurance in their ceaseless fight for change.

20
12

20
13

20
15

20
16

12,309,229
Indirect voter 
contacts

12,045,085
Direct voter 
contacts

2,700,688
New voters 
registered

49,975
Individuals 
trained in voter 
engagement

1,389,018

1,695,675

600,034

20,247

2012

2016
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Leadership Development

Key Takeaways

 z Grantees have developed tens of thousands of core leaders - who regularly advocate 

for their community and whose passion ignites their work - increasing by 60 percent 

over the past eight years.  

 z Families are better equipped to share compelling stories about their experiences and 

needs with lawmakers and the public when they are trained as advocates on policy 

issues. A greater proportion of grantees developed peoples’ skills in policy advocacy, 

rising from 66 percent in 2009 to 83 percent in 2016.

 z The proportion of grantees preparing community members for elected or appointed 

positions grew from 19 percent in 2009 to 33 percent in 2016, empowering community 

members to bring their perspectives and decision-making to bear in 

changing policy. 
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Empowering individuals to speak on their own behalf 
is an essential component to building a movement 
of low-income families and developing leaders who 
share values with their communities is the first step. 
The leadership development programs our grantees 
run have diverse goals, but all are solutions-
oriented, community-based, and provide individuals 
with the confidence and experience necessary for 
effective policy engagement. They allow individuals 
to share their strengths with their communities and 

address the issues they care about the most.

_________________________________________

“Miami Workers Center utilizes hands-on, practical 

experience in building the organizing skills and 

capacities of low-income families, as well as a variety 

of formal training practices and processes. Our 

Rotating Organizer Corps Internship Training program 

offers 4–6 grassroots members each year a paid 

internship, with dedicated learning time and hands-

on training. Participants sharpen their skills in the 

areas of organizing, public speaking, and more.”

Miami Workers Center, Miami, FL

_________________________________________

Nurturing leaders is key to not only changing the 
policies that impact families’ lives but also to improving 
individuals’ confidence in their ability to influence 
the political environment. As leaders develop, their 
commitment can deepen. While the survey results 
demonstrated that grantees consistently train tens 
of thousands of individuals every year, a greater 
percentage are becoming core leaders, reliably 
showing up at actions, events and meetings. 

Since 2009 the proportion of grantees that 
have developed peoples’ skills in organizing 
has remained stable at around 80 percent. This 
skill is one of the most important in grassroots 

organizations’ toolbox and necessary for bringing 
together the voices of the community. Grantees 
developing peoples’ skills in policy advocacy 
noticeably increased, rising from 66 percent in 
2009 to 83 percent in 2016. As more leaders are 
prepared to speak and act on their own behalf, they 
are better equipped to identify the policies that will 
positively impact their lives and advocate to the 
correct officials. Community members become the 

architects of policy instead of the objects. 

Community members become the architects of policy instead of the objects.

How grantees developed 
leaders in their communities

Empowering Individuals
79,070
People who 
participated 
in leadership 
training

39,731
Core leaders 
developed

Developed skills in policy advocacy

Developed skills in community 
organizing

Provided mentoring by more 
experienced leaders

Provided a formal leadership 
training curriculum

Provided media training

Prepared community members for 
elected or appointed positions
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More grantees are providing formal leadership 
training programs, which is another notable increase 
in skill development trainings. Between 2009 and 
2016, the proportion of those grantees has grown 
from 48 to 59 percent. The increase in formal 
leadership training curricula over the past eight years 
suggests community members are interested in 
place-based leadership programs that teach specific 
skills to address existing challenges. Similarly, the 
proportion of grantees preparing community members 
for elected or appointed positions has grown from 
19 percent in 2009 to 33 percent in 2016. While 
developing leadership skills in general has always 
been a focus of grantees, this trend demonstrates 
there is an increasing emphasis on developing 
grassroots leaders to become formal decision-makers 

who represent their communities in government.

In Mound Bayou, Mississippi, an all-Black 

town founded in 1887 by former slaves, Mayor 

Eulah Peterson’s ties to the community run 

deep. Her grandfather, born into slavery and 

freed at age 7, moved to Mound Bayou in the 

early 1900s for the promise of a new society, one 

where a century later his granddaughter would 

serve in local government. Peterson’s political 

success was enriched through her participation 

in the Southern Rural Black Women’s Initiative 

(SRBWI). 

As a longtime member of SRBWI, Peterson 

has participated in its programming since the 

early 2000s. She was trained through one of 

SRBWI’s Human Rights Commissions, which 

support women to become more effective 

leaders. Peterson not only takes part in Human 

Rights Commissions but also gives testimony 

to support public education in Mississippi, 

hosts town-hall meetings with local and state-

elected officials, and brings back the lessons 

she has learned to SRBWI. As mayor, she 

illuminates the human rights issues that impact 

those living in the most poverty, including 

health care, housing, and education. She 

knows that her knowledge allows her to more 

effectively create a community where everyone 

can succeed. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

“Enlace believes in leadership development and the education of community residents to build a base of leaders 

dedicated to movement building. We work strategically with data informed programs, including our Leadership 

Academy, and leverage evaluation to improve these programs in order to strengthen the skill sets of individuals. 

Subsequently, these individuals become involved with our organizing efforts. Hundreds of Enlace members 

participate in advocacy trips each year to fight for funding and policy priorities of the community residents and the 

organization. Enlace connects its leaders with its broader coalition partnerships for a broader impact.”

Enlace Chicago, Chicago, IL

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Organizational Infrastructure

Key Takeaways

 z With long-term, unrestricted funding grantees have invested in staff and improved their 

technology and communications, strengthening their ability to build a movement of low-

income families.

 z The proportion of grantees with written leadership succession plans has not grown 

since 2012, and remained at 30 percent in 2016. This is a critical area of vulnerability 

for organizations, and we need to explore ways to encourage organizations to plan for 

leadership and governance changes.

 z In our portfolio of primarily mid-size and small organizations, we are seeing grantees 

strengthen their financial positions, with fewer budget deficits and more budget 

surpluses. This validates our model of long-term, general support grantmaking that 

trusts organizations to make financial decisions based on their expertise 

and knowledge.
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A sustained movement needs strong organizations. 
Strong does not necessarily mean large but rather 
organizations with the infrastructure and orientation 
to contribute to movement building impact. Our 
strategy, based on trust, is to provide organizations 
with consistent multiyear general support. Long-term 
unrestricted funding offers grantees stability as well 
as the flexibility to make financial and programmatic 
decisions to ensure they can meet their goals and 
best serve their constituents.

We ask grantees how they build their infrastructure, 
and consistently they tell us they invest in their staff 
– hiring new staff and providing opportunities for 
professional development. One downtrend since 
2009 has been in the proportion of organizations that 
report doing board training. There has been growth in 
the percentages of grantees that report investments 
in improved facilities (office space), and technology 
and information systems. Nearly two-thirds of 
grantees made improvements in technology in 2016 
– a critical investment in infrastructure. A significant 
upward trend since 2009 has been investments in 
communications, specifically to increase the visibility 
of groups. In 2009 approximately one-half of grantees 
built their communications infrastructure, while in 
2016, over three-quarters reported doing so.

BoardSource, an organization that tracks and 
analyzes trends in nonprofits, found that 27 percent of 
nonprofits reported having an executive succession 
plan in 2016. While our grantees are slightly above the 
national average, we still have incredible room to grow 
in supporting the development of internal processes 
and systems to plan for transitions. With Baby Boomer 
executive directors retiring at a significant rate, 
younger workers who are committed and able to step 

into leadership roles need to be prepared.

_________________________________________

“Marguerite Casey Foundation funding allowed us 

to be responsive to issues our families were dealing 

with under the current attacks on our families at 

all levels. We have been trying to implement self-

care as an organization for our staff and also for 

coalitions that we coordinate to counter burn out in 

this particularly stressful time. If we are not able to 

hold a space of calm when our community is under 

siege then we only add to the trauma our community 

is facing. This has been our overarching goal as well 

as braiding in healing justice in all our work.” 

Tewa Women United, Santa Cruz, NM

_________________________________________

With Baby Boomer executive directors retiring at a significant rate, younger workers 
who are committed and able to step into leadership roles need to be prepared.

Ways grantees built 

infrastructure

Staff training or development

Increased visibility of organization

Improved technology and 
information systems

Organizational/strategic planning

Board training or development

Improved facilities

Grantees with a written 
executive succession and transition plan                

Grantees with a written 
board succession and transition plan                    

29%

24%

30%

39%

20162012
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57%

25%
18%

67%

15% 18%

Operating
surplus

Operating
deficit

Break-even

According to the most recent Nonprofit Finance Fund 
survey of approximately 3,400 nonprofits, 50 percent 
had an operating surplus the previous year, 26 
percent had a break-even year and 24 percent ran a 
deficit. These financial management indicators, while 
not the only ones we examine in our due diligence, 
do provide a measure of financial health. We are 
encouraged to see that since we started collecting 
this information in 2012, overall grantees are showing 
improvements. Running a surplus gives a nonprofit 
breathing room and flexibility. By 2016, 66 percent of 
our grantees reported having a surplus, with only 15 
percent (down from 25 percent in 2012) operating at a 
deficit in 2016. 

Not only are grantees becoming less likely to run 
a deficit, when they do the deficit percentage is 
shrinking. Of the groups that reported running a 

deficit in 2012, almost one-third (31 percent) ran a 
deficit of 10 percent or more of their budget. In 2016, 
the proportion of those who ran deficits of this size 

decreased to less than one-quarter (24 percent).

________________________________________________________________________________________

“Marguerite Casey Foundation’s partnership with our organization enabled us to build capacity and respond to the 

needs of the population we serve. Because the funding is flexible, it allows us to do internal work and reorganization 

to better support the organization going forward. The money primarily goes to development costs. Over the last 

year we have slightly diversified our funding streams because we were able to launch various individual giving 

campaigns. Funding this important work allows us to use other money to go to statewide advocacy that is difficult to 

fund through foundation support, but is necessary to improve the lives of young people in Louisiana.”

Louisiana Center for Children’s Rights, New Orleans, LA

________________________________________________________________________________________

20
12

20
16
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Operating with even small but consistent surpluses 
enables organizations to build reserves. Only 5 
percent of grantees reported they had no cash 
on hand in 2016, unchanged compared to 2012. 
However, there was an upward trend in that more 
grantees had reserves to cover 4–6 months of 
expenses by 2016 – 35 percent compared to 24 
percent in 2012. Nonprofit Finance Fund reported in 
2017 that 25 percent of its survey respondents had 
enough cash to cover 4–6 months of expenses, 19 
percent had one month or less of cash; 31 percent 
had cash to cover 2–3 months of expenses, and 25 
percent had cash to cover more than six months of 
expenses.

We posit that our consistent, significant multiyear 
general support has been helping organizations 
strengthen their financial positions over time and 

operate with healthy revenues to cover expenses. 
Grantees also report they use our support to leverage 
grants from other funders, which further boosts their 
financial sustainability. Long-term investments in 
our grantees are paying off with stronger individual 
organizations, which in turn contribute to the overall 
infrastructure needed in communities for families to 
lead change.

_________________________________________

“Our work has been strengthened in diverse and 

significant ways thanks to the funding and network 

support of Marguerite Casey Foundation. We can 

measure that growth quantitatively via the modest 

and steady increase in the revenue we raise each 

year, the strategic additions we have made to our 

team of staff members, the exponential growth in our 

integrated voter engagement work, and the concrete 

policy victories we have won that directly benefit 

working families.”

Asian Pacific Environmental Network, Oakland, CA

_________________________________________

Cash readily available
Enough to cover...

> 6 months of 
expenses

4-6 months of 
expenses

2-3 months of 
expenses

1 month of 
expenses

None

2016
2012
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Network Development

Key Takeaways

 z When building a movement, choosing grantees who can work together is critical. Since 

we began surveying our grantees, they have consistently reported collaborating across 

issues and learning from one another. 

 z As the number of Equal Voice Networks soared to 15 in 2016 from 2 in 2009, grantees 

were almost 20 percent more likely to engage constituencies together. These networks 

created spaces for grantees to coordinate campaigns and amplify family voices.   

 z Through participation in Foundation-funded Equal Voice networks, grantees expanded 

their visibility and reach, strengthened collaboration, deepened trust, and shared 

knowledge and best practices.
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By funding multi-issue organizations willing to learn 
from each other and forego being the expert on 
each issue, we have supported a landscape where 
organizations can organically collaborate and build 
true alliances.

The grantees we select are primed to work in 
coalitions and networks as grassroots organizations 
have historically had to in order to develop strength 
through numbers. Our grantee selection affirms this 
value; over the past eight years almost every one of 
them has been a member of a coalition or network. 
Our grantees have been consistent, as almost all 
report pursuing funding opportunities together, 
holding public actions with other organizations and 
sharing research and analysis that benefits the field.

Equal Voice networks are groups of grantees 
connected through a commitment to set aside 
individual agendas and develop shared goals and 
strategies that achieve change beyond themselves. 
The first two networks launched in the Rio Grande 
Valley and the Mississippi Delta in 2005, and 
since then the number of Equal Voice networks 
has grown to 15. The networks are facilitated by 
“network weavers” who act as connectors between 
grantees, build the capacity of the network, and 
help members identify mutual interests and issues 
on which to work.

_________________________________________

“Participation in the Equal Voice network was critical in 

our ability to achieve our goals, providing opportunities 

to work collaboratively with partner organizations in 

various coordinated events and actions. Our Equal 

Voice network helped to set the local and statewide 

policy agenda and to organize mobilizing activities. 

Collective action with the coalition partners was a 

driving force.”

Asian Americans Advancing Justice Los Angeles,                    
Los Angeles, CA

As the number of Equal Voice networks has 
increased over time, grantees have reported 
being more likely to engage constituencies 
together. Between 2009 and 2016, the number of 
grantees that reported engaging constituencies 
with other organizations grew from 68 to 87 
percent. We believe that is a direct result of the 
successes of Equal Voice networks in unifying 
organizations, and subsequently families, across 
racial and geographic boundaries, leading them 
to have a stronger impact than they ever could 
have had alone. Nurturing trust and collaboration 
within the regions in which we grant has resulted 
in positive changes and for some networks, the 
establishment of a reputation as change maker. 

Nurturing trust and collaboration within 

the regions in which we grant has 

resulted in positive changes and for 

some networks, the establishment of a 

reputation as change maker.

Our grantee selection affirms this value; over the past eight years almost every one of 

them has been a member of a coalition or network.

How grantees collaborated with 
other organizations

Held public 
actions/
events

Engaged 
constituencies

Pursued 
funding 
opportunities Shared 

analysis/
research

Member of 
coalition(s)/
network(s)
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 _______________________________________________________________________________________

“Our Equal Voice network is essential to maximize our limited resources and outreach with a wide community and 

to coordinate collective activity among community based organizations. It allows us to have a wider reach and to 

collaborate with other organizations on a number of issues.” 

Texas Civil Rights Project, Alamo, TX

_______________________________________________________________________________________

South
1. Mississippi Catalyst Roundtable
2. Louisiana Equal Voice Network 

West
3. Equal Voice for Southern California Families Alliance 
4. Bay Area Equal Voice Coalition 

Southwest
5. Rio Grande Valley Equal Voice Network  
6. Equal Voice New Mexico 
7. El Paso del Norte Equal Voice Network 

National
8. Native Voice Network

Equal Voice Networks (2012)
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South
1. Mississippi Catalyst Roundtable
2. Louisiana Equal Voice Network 
3. Alabama Equal Voice Network 
4. Equal Voice for Rural Florida 
5. Equal Voice for Urban Florida

West
6. Equal Voice for Change in the Central Valley 
7. Equal Voice for Southern California Families Alliance 
8. Bay Area Equal Voice Coalition 
9. San Diego Equal Voice Network

Southwest
10. Rio Grande Valley Equal Voice Network  
11. Equal Voice New Mexico 
12. El Paso del Norte Equal Voice Network 
13. Arizona Equal Voice Network 

Midwest
14. Chicago Equal Voice Network

National
15. Native Voice Network

Equal Voice Networks (2016)
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Impact of participation in an Equal Voice network

Stronger relationships 

and increased trust

While a need to collaborate is familiar for nonprofits, Equal Voice networks 
allowed a deeper level of trust to develop between grantees and provided 
inspiration for organizations to persevere through challenges.

Shared knowledge Equal Voice networks provided grantees venues to learn about work 
happening in other communities, share content and best practices, and 
maintain awareness of anticipated shifts in policy or leadership within the 
network. The information shared ensured that staff and core leaders were 
effectively informed about progress toward current goals, leading to more 
strategic decisions and actions.

Collaboration and 

coordination

Collaboration in Equal Voice networks allowed many grantees to leverage 
opportunities for groups to yield greater power and influence on the issues 
that constituencies raised. Several networks coordinated to implement 
integrated voter engagement strategies including voter registration and 
voter education.

Expanded visibility and 

reach

Membership in an Equal Voice network helped grantees maximize limited 
resources while supporting grantees in building a larger base for more 
regional power and engaging a broader audience.

Native Voice Network, founded in 2012, is composed of over 30 grantees and organizations 

that uplift the voices of Native American families and communities. In 2014, members voted 

to elevate an issue and the Network mobilized around it: changing the name of the Washington, 

D.C. football team. Native Voice Network launched a corporate accountability campaign aimed 

at FedEx, the team’s premier sponsor, and was able to reach over 1 million people through the 

campaign. Hundreds of people, organizations and tribes agreed to boycott FedEx for its continued 

sponsorship of the Washington team and the campaign grew to include protests. The campaign 

resulted in FedEx issuing a statement distancing itself from FedEx Field and it continues to pressure 

the team to change its name.
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Policy Impact

Key Takeaways

 z Grantees have focused their investments in state, county and city policy reforms, 

decreasing their work at the federal level, recognizing that real and tangible changes 

for families begin locally. 

 z Many of the policy victories of 2016 addressed multiple issues low-income families face 

every day, reflecting our cross-issue approach to movement building.

 z Most of the policy reforms that grantees won did not require government funding. In 

fact, some policy wins, such as criminal justice reforms that reduced incarceration, will 

save state and local governments’ money. Policy reforms were about long-term change 

that expanded opportunities for and protected the rights of families with the goals of 

promoting equity and lifting people out of poverty.
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Policy advocacy is fundamental to movement building 
and we invest in organizations that engage in it and 
are led by affected communities who know what 
solutions are best. Marguerite Casey Foundation 
does not make specific policy grants; rather our 
general support grants trust organizations and 
their constituents to determine policy priorities and 
strategies and allow them to be flexible in response to 
changing conditions. Consistently over the past eight 
years, almost all our grantees report they engage in 
advocacy. In addition to the advocacy efforts legally 
permitted for 501(c)3 organizations, a small but 
growing percentage of grantees also operate affiliated 
501(c)4 organizations. Between 2012 and 2016, the 
proportion of grantees with 501(c)4 organizations 
grew from 27 percent to 34 percent.

Grantees advocate within multiple jurisdictions, and 
reported efforts have shifted over the past eight 
years. While most work has been at the state level, 
the proportion at the federal level has dropped 
considerably while the percentage of grantees 
working at the county level has risen. By 2016, about 
50 percent of grantees reported working at the federal 
level, compared to 82 percent in 2009. In 2016, the 
highest proportions of grantees were working at the 
state and city levels, followed by the county level. 
This reflects the Foundation’s commitment to nurturing 
a movement from the ground up and significant 
investments over time in local and statewide 
organizations as well as networks.

We collect information on policy victories achieved, 
recognizing that these victories are often the result of 
years of painstaking work educating and engaging 
community leaders who organized and advocated 
on behalf of their community. The Appendix lists the 
nearly 300 policy wins for 2016, organized by issue 
and then region. We classified wins as national if 
they were accomplished outside our 13 grantmaking 
states. The issues were determined by low-income 
families who told us the concerns that are integral to 
their social and economic well-being. Policy victories 
were achieved in all of our grantmaking regions, 
demonstrating that long-term investment in grassroots 
organizations and networks to work across issues 
can result in meaningful action and impact.These 
victories were achieved for the most part not through 
the efforts of single organizations, but by cross-issue 
partnerships and networks that put aside individual 
agendas for the sake of meaningful action and 
change for and by families. 

These victories were achieved for the 

most part not through the efforts of single 

organizations, but by cross-issue partnerships 

and networks that put aside individual 

agendas for the sake of meaningful action and 

change for and by families.

Grantees reporting advocacy work by level of decision-maker

20
09

20
12

20
16
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This cross-issue approach to change is reflected in 
the fact that many of the policy victories achieved 
in 2016, while categorized by issue, actually 
address multiple concerns of communities. For 
example, there were a number of reforms targeted 
at previously incarcerated individuals or those with 
felony convictions, and these changes relate to 
employment, housing and voting rights. Efforts to 
support and protect immigrants brought not only 
Welcoming City resolutions in 11 jurisdictions, 
but controls on cooperation between local law 
enforcement and federal authorities, reductions or 
removals of enhancements of criminal penalties 
for immigrants and improvements in  education 
resources for students who are English learners. 
Actions to stop the school to prison pipeline 
in Mississippi, Albuquerque, Oakland and 
San Bernardino engaged both education and 
criminal justice advocates to work together for 
the best interests of children and their families. 
Another example of cross-issue victories include 
transportation improvements in San Diego and along 
the Texas-Mexico border that also reflect strides in 
environmental justice for low-income communities. 
Finally, energy efficiency improvements in Illinois, 
including support for solar projects, will also bring 
much-needed jobs to low-income residents.

__________________________________________

“Marguerite Casey Foundation support gave us the 

flexibility to pursue long-term change that is not often 

possible with short-term funding. The security of 

long-term support allows us to pursue policy changes 

that can truly transform the lives of youth and families 

of color, rather than having to focus on short-term or 

piecemeal fixes to systemic challenges.”

Californians for Justice Education Fund, Oakland, CA

__________________________________________

Our grantees were involved in numerous successful 
campaigns to raise the minimum wage at the city, 
county and state levels. Voters supported statewide 
minimum wage increases in California and Arizona, 
while the largest county in Illinois, Cook County, also 
raised its minimum wage, along with cities such as 
Miami and Austin. At the same time, paid sick leave 
policies were approved in Cook County, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, San Diego and Arizona. California passed 
a Domestic Workers Bill of Rights, making domestic 

worker overtime protections permanent in the state.
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Three grenade launchers, sixty one M-16 rifles, a Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle, and one 

tank. Those are the military grade weapons the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) secured from 

the Los Angeles Police Department for use by the school police. In a community where organizers were 

already challenging the school to prison pipeline, Labor/Community Strategy Center (Strategy Center) saw 

these weapons as a concrete example of educational and military racism. Students from across the district 

organized through the Strategy Center and identified allies who were willing to stand in partnership. Among 

their demands were verification that the weapons were returned and an apology from the school board 

and police force. This work continued for a year and a half, until the Chief of the Los Angeles School Police 

Department provided the Strategy Center with an invoice demonstrating the return of the weapons and a 

letter acknowledging its culpability and apologizing for its behavior, showing again the power of a group of 

organized individuals to bring about change.

Victories were also won at the neighborhood level. 
For example, crossing the street along Culebra near 
Callaghan Road, a busy street in San Antonio, was 
risky. In one year, there were at least eight accidents 
involving pedestrians and many more close calls. 
In 2016, community members organized and won 
funding for a special pedestrian crosswalk. While a 
crosswalk may seem like a small win, the activism of 
this community will save residents from the choice 
of crossing unsafely or walking half a mile to the 
traffic light.

Some of the policy reforms led to increased 
government spending, for example in public 
education and child care, but most, such as 
increasing the minimum wage, did not require 
government revenue. Several policy advocacy efforts, 
such as criminal justice policy change to reduce 
incarceration of adults and children, lower costs for 
state and local government. A few campaigns helped 
generate public revenue. Policy reforms achieved 
through the work of our grantees and networks were 
about long-term change–expanding opportunities for 
and protecting the rights of families with the goals of 

promoting equity and lifting people out of poverty.
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Marguerite Casey Foundation has been providing 

multiyear general support and nurturing trusting 

relationships with organizations for over 15 

years to create the infrastructure for a family-led 

movement. This has not just been about funding 

organizations. It has been about fostering the 

conditions for families to lead and for groups to 

work across issues as networks of networks to effect 

sustained systems change. Each year represents 

a step towards building a road of hope. In this 

examination of trends over eight years, we have 

seen progress in each of our movement building 

indicators. Communities have been energized, 

families engaged, campaigns won. The road is not 

complete, and Marguerite Casey Foundation will 

continue on this path until there is equity and justice 

for every family.

Conclusion
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CHILD CARE

S
O

U
T

H

Restored income eligibility for the Florida Child Care Assistance Program from 50 to 162                               
percent of the Federal Poverty Level.

Secured removal of the requirement that full-time students in Mississippi reapply every semester for 
child care subsidies.

Won extension to 12 months of eligibility for the Child Care and Development Fund for families 
receiving Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) in Mississippi.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Secured passage of HB 2452, which lifts Arizona’s TANF Capped Kids policy to ensure foster 
children and their caregivers have the resources they need.

Revised the New Mexico Children Youth and Families Department child care plan to remove 
language that suggested it could interrupt child care contracts instead of following federal 
regulations.

W
E

S
T

Increased the number of full-day, full-year preschool slots funded in the California state budget.

Increased state reimbursement rates for child care providers in California.

Achieved a repeal of the Maximum Family Grant Rule in California allowing families to receive an 
additional $138 per month, per child, from CalWORKS assistance.

 

Appendix: 2016 Policy Victories

Our Grantmaking 
Regions

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

NATIONAL
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
M

ID
W

E
S

T

Won passage of four bills—SB 2005, HB 4515, HB 4360, and SB 42—that end Illinois’ lifetime                
hiring ban for ex-offenders in schools, park districts, and health care facilities.

Attained passage of SB 2370, which extends the right to a lawyer for children during custodial 
interrogation in Illinois.

Secured passage of the Removal of Invisible Bars bill (SB 2282), which reforms the parole system in 
Illinois and limits technical violations.

Secured funding in state budget for the CeaseFire program for violence prevention.

S
O

U
T

H

Won passage of HB 335 to ensure paid interpreters are provided to Alabamians in civil legal 
proceedings, specifically for domestic violence.

Won passage of legislation in Alabama to update the requirements for the Certificate of Eligibility to 
Register to Vote for formerly incarcerated individuals.

Defeated SB 118, which would have made it a 1st degree felony for a person who has an order of 
deportation to continue living in Florida, punishable by up to 30 years in prison and $10,000 in fines. 

Defeated SB 150, which would enhance the penalties of criminal offenses committed by 
undocumented immigrants living in Florida. 

Defeated HB 9, which would have made it a 3rd degree felony to re-enter Florida after being 
deported.

Blocked expansion of Florida’s Stand Your Ground law, which would have placed the burden of proof 
on the victim of a shooting to prove malicious intent.

Achieved passage of a “Ban the Box” initiative in Louisiana, prohibiting the use of criminal history 
questions on unclassified state job applications.

Achieved passage of the Louisiana Raise the Age Act, which will ensure that by July 2020, 17-year-
olds charged with any offense are kept in the juvenile justice system. 

Attained passage of the Safe and Fair Return Act, to ensure children in Louisiana have access to 
their lawyer and a judge throughout their time in the juvenile justice system.

Secured passage of the Educational Accountability and Rehabilitation Act, to create specialized 
performance standards in the Louisiana juvenile justice system.

Won passage of the Louisiana Juvenile Justice Accountability and Cost Effectiveness Act, which will 
create a mechanism for earlier release of youth incarcerated for nonviolent felonies and reduce the 
amount of time youth can be held in secure detention for contempt of court.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Attained $12 million in funding for testing of a backlog of sexual assault examination kits in                   
New Mexico.

Secured increased funding for sexual assault intervention services in New Mexico.

Won passage of the Fair Chance Ordinance to remove the criminal history check box from city of San 
Antonio job applications.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
S

O
U

T
H

W
E

S
T Won the retraction of a gang injunction policy by the Houston District Attorney that blocked 46 Black 

men from entering a zone surrounding the Southlawn apartments.

Compelled Jim Wells County Commissioners to oppose a contract with a private-prison company, 
which would have opened a family detention center in San Diego, Texas.

W
E

S
T

Attained passage of AB 2298, to address inaccuracies in the California gang database and create a 
system of transparency for individuals placed on the database.

Approved the Prop 47 Savings Extension to re-evaluate the State’s Prop 47 savings formula, creating 
a $67 million fund (up from a proposed $29 million fund) for reentry, drug treatment, mental health, 
youth development, and crime victim services.

Achieved passage of Prop 57 in California, which increases parole and good behavior opportunities 
for felons convicted of nonviolent crimes and allows judges, not prosecutors, to decide whether to try 
certain juveniles as adults in court.

Secured 1,400 Alameda County jobs through a re-entry hiring program.

Achieved passage of SB 443, which requires a conviction in most cases before state and local law 
enforcement agencies may repossess private property. 

San Bernardino City Unified School District board passed a resolution to adopt the Legislative 
Analyst’s Office framework for calculation of Proposition 47 savings.

Achieved passage of SB 614, which ensured people serving a year or more in California county jail 
receive the same access to legal representation as those in state prison.

Secured passage of SB 1143, which bans isolation of youth in California detention centers for the 
purposes of punishment, coercions, convenience, or retaliation.

Stopped a Fresno Police Department proposal which would have put surveillance software into place 
without vetting or safeguards.

Strengthened citizen oversight of the Oakland Police Department by establishing a civilian police 
commission.

Achieved passage of pre-trial release reforms in Santa Clara County to reduce the county’s reliance 
on bail and instead use a risk-based pre-trial justice model.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Changed the Department of Juvenile Services policy to no longer allow juveniles in Maryland                
to be shackled in juvenile court.

Changed federal policy on the profiteering of private detention facilities through a U.S. Department of 
Justice policy directive.

Secured removal of criminal history check box on employment applications in Johnson County, 
Kansas.

Won support for the designation of Carolina Youth Action Project’s after school program as a 
community-based alternative to incarceration in Charleston, SC.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
N

A
T

IO
N

A
L

Secured repeal of a Massachusetts law that automatically suspended driver licenses for drug 
offenders.

Secured a proposal from the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission which suggests sharply 
reducing penalties for drug offenses to relieve overcrowding as opposed to opening a new facility.

Blocked proposal to build and expand a section of the adult county jail in Milwaukee for use as a 
juvenile unit.

Won reforms to how grants delivered through the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant 
program are evaluated, including no longer documenting the number of arrests and adding positive 
incentives to decrease incarceration.

EDUCATION

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Won $120 million in Tax Increment Financing (TIF) surplus funds from the city of Chicago to go 
towards the Chicago Public School system.

Persuaded Chicago Public Schools to adopt a homeless education policy that does not cut back on 
transportation services or eliminate the right to appeal if denied enrollment or services.

Increased the number of schools offering Dual Language programming in Chicago Public Schools, 
adding five additional schools to the program.

Maintained funding of $1.5 million for the Parent Mentor Program in Illinois.

S
O

U
T

H

Pressured Atlanta Public Schools to sever its contract with Atlanta Police Department.

Attained passage of HB 940, requiring that student identification cards issued by public 
postsecondary education institutions in Louisiana meet certain requirements.

Won establishment of Rule 38.13 by the Mississippi Department of Education. This policy regulates 
when and how employees can use force to handle student behavioral issues and emphasizes 
prevention as the foundational framework. 

Defeated HB 459 which would have reduced the base student cost from 40 to 20 percent and further 
underfunded the Mississippi public education program by more than $172 million.

Defeated SB 2140, which would have transferred the Mississippi Department of Education Office 
Accountability to the control of the Governor’s Office.

Established Nashville Public Schools as safe zones to limit or prohibit the collaboration of local 
schools’ immigration enforcement actions, strengthen bullying policies, and increase availability of 
resources for families impacted by deportations.
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EDUCATION
S

O
U

T
H

W
E

S
T

Attained passage of Proposition 123, to increase education funding in Arizona by $3.5 billion over the 
course of 10 years by allocating money from the general fund and increasing annual distributions of 
the state land trust permanent funds to education.

Achieved revisions to the Albuquerque Public Schools student handbook with changes to the dress 
code and section on “student behavior.”

Secured implementation in Albuquerque Public Schools of culturally relevant ethnic studies courses 
and comprehensive support for transgender students.

Obtained a commitment from the Albuquerque Public Schools Equity Committee to release public 
discipline tracking data.

Won passage of HB 97, which eliminates some of the over-testing of high school students in New 
Mexico.

Launched the first ever community school in Dallas at John Neely Bryan Elementary.

W
E

S
T

Incorporated legislation into the California state budget through SB 828 and AB 1602 to improve 
college readiness, access, and completion from California public universities among K-12 public 
school students, especially those who are low-income, English learners, and/or foster youth.

Won passage of Prop 55, which will extend the tax rates instituted through Prop 30 until 2030. Prop 
30 has raised almost $6 billion per year since 2012, using the funds to support California K-12 
classrooms, community colleges, and health care programs.

Secured passage of AB 2845 to address bullying of South Asian, Muslim-, and Sikh-American 
students in California by providing school staff with school and community resources as well as 
requiring the superintendent of public instruction to publish anti-bullying resources related to 
religious and perceived religious affiliation on its website.

Included $2,450,305 in the Oakland Unified School District budget for the creation of 30 restorative 
justice specialist positions and four program managers.

Adopted key recommendations for the California Local Control Funding Formula, the system by  which 
the state assess school quality. The recommendations included school climate and engagement 
measures, an Equity Report to flag racial/ethnic student groups that are falling behind, and a commit 
from the California Department of Education to develop a statewide school climate survey.

Provided recommendations to the Fresno Unified School District on redesigning its English Learner 
Master Plan Redesign, outlining how the district will improve existing efforts and allocate funds for 
students who are English learners.

Adopted a new policy in San Bernardino City Unified School District to discontinue issuance of 
citations for certain types of school-based offenses including truancy, fights with no injury, and small 
marijuana possessions. Instead, incidents will be handled onsite by administrators and resolved 
through positive behavior support and restorative practices.
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EDUCATION
W

E
S

T

Won passage of SB 1050, which will increase and strengthen college readiness among low-income 
high school students in California.

Expanded Clovis Unified School District Hmong foreign language classes to an additional two high 
school campuses.

Achieved an agreement between the City of San Diego, Port of San Diego, and San Diego Unified 
School District to create a joint use elementary school/ public recreational space in Barrio Logan.

Attained commitment from the Superintendent of the Los Angeles Unified School District to prioritize 
community involvement, equity for the most disinvested communities, racial justice, and health and 
wellness.

Launched an online credit recovery program aimed to support high-need students in Los Angeles 
Unified School District.

Increased funding for restorative justice programming from $7 million to $10 million in the Los 
Angeles Unified School District.

Won passage of AB 1014, the Safe Neighborhoods and Schools Fund: Learning Communities for 
School Success program. This program will provide grants to local school districts to implement 
research-based strategies to improve school climate and to mitigate the school-to-prison pipeline.

Secured $600,000 in funding for a positive prevention program focused on improving school climates 
in the Long Beach Unified School District.

Convinced the Los Angeles Unified School District to return 1 tank, 3 grenade launchers, and 61 
M-16s to the U.S. Department of Defense 1033 Program.

Achieved passage of Proposition 58 in California, which repeals an English-only immersion 
requirement and effectively allows non-English languages in public educational instruction.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Attained increase in Pennsylvania state funding that reflects a $150 million increase in total                  
K-12 education over the previous year.

Achieved passage by the Cincinnati Public Schools Board of Education to expand access to high-
quality preschool for three and four year old children.

Changed Pittsburgh Public Schools Student Code of Conduct to increase the level of infractions 
necessary to receive a suspension.
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EMPLOYMENT/JOB TRAINING
M

ID
W

E
S

T

Secured a requirement for new hires by the city of Springfield, Illinois to be city residents.

Won passage of the Future Energy Jobs Bill, to provide $750 million in revenue towards the 
implementation of low-income solar projects and energy efficiency, resulting in thousands of clean 
jobs for low-income citizens.

Restored $23 million in funding for Illinois adult education services.

Won an increase in the Cook County minimum wage to $13 per hour by 2020.

Secured passage of a paid sick leave ordinance in Cook County.

Secured passage of a paid sick leave ordinance in Chicago.

S
O

U
T

H

Attained passage of the Living Wage Health amendment, extending access to affordable health 
care to thousands of Miami-Dade County’s workers and increasing penalties to contractors and 
subcontractors failing to pay correct wages.

Won adoption by Miami-Dade County of recommendations made by the Public Private Partnerships 
(P3) Task Force, making P3 contracts complete a vetting process to ensure transparency, fair worker 
wages, and labor and environmental protections.

Won adoption by Miami-Dade County of the Metropolitan Center’s Prosperity Initiatives Study to guide 
policy with the goal of alleviating poverty and creating economic opportunity for working families.

Secured a minimum-wage increase in Miami to $13.31 per hour by 2021.

Achieved adoption by the Tunica County Board of Supervisors to hire local community members for 
new manufacturing industry jobs.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Won passage of Proposition 206 to raise the Arizona minimum wage to $12 per hour by 2020 and 
provide workers with up to five days of earned sick time.

Won passage of Proposition 414 in Flagstaff, Arizona, which increases the minimum wage to $15 per 
hour by 2021.

Achieved passage of a living wage for city project construction workers in Austin to $13 per hour.

Attained passage of Better Builder standards in Travis County, Texas on all future Public Improvement 
Districts.

Won extension of the Public Improvement Districts wage and safety projections to Austin’s $30 million 
North Campus Ground Lease.

Secured an amendment to a wage theft ordinance in El Paso to extend the enforcement of the 
ordinance into private sector contracts.

Won requirement in El Paso County that all bond-funded building projects follow County prevailing 
wages of $10 per hour.
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EMPLOYMENT/JOB TRAINING
W

E
S

T

Won passage of AB 2437, which requires nail salon establishments in California to post a notice in 
multiple languages explaining workplace law unique to nail salons.

Secured passage of a plan to restore core city services in Los Angeles and create high-quality job 
opportunities for low-income communities that include an “earn while you learn” training pipeline, 
unionized employment, and family-supporting wages.

Won a $12.25 per hour minimum wage and earned sick day policy in San Diego.

Achieved passage of a $15 per hour minimum wage by 2023 in California.

Won designation of a federal Promise Zone in South Los Angeles, expanding opportunities to access 
federal grants and resources to address deep and persistent poverty.

Won improvements in targeted hiring of low-income individuals for construction in the Port of 
Oakland’s renewal of the Maritime and Aviation Project Labor Agreement.

Won passage of AB 1978, which will increase protections for janitors in California, work to improve 
their working conditions, and to advance their opportunities for employment.

Attained creation of a program in Alameda County, which will support providing county jobs to 1,400 
formerly incarcerated residents.

Secured equal distribution of local funding in the Fresno Unified School District.

Secured passage of a $15 per hour minimum wage in Long Beach by 2021 along with wage theft 
provisions.

Won passage of a $15 per hour minimum wage in Pasadena by 2020 along with wage theft 
provisions.

Attained passage of a law requiring that all workers in Los Angeles be entitled to earn six paid sick 
days per year.

Won passage of the Domestic Worker Bill of Rights, which makes permanent labor protections for 
domestic workers in California.

Won passage of AB 908, which increases wage replacement for low-income workers using 
California’s Paid Family Leave Program.

Won expansion of overtime pay for California farmworkers, allowing hundreds of thousands of 
farmworkers to receive overtime.

Won passage of SB 1234, which implements the California Secure Choice Retirement Savings 
Program, providing access to the 7.5 million Californians who do not have a plan through their 
workplace and connect them to retirement savings opportunities.

Secured a policy in the Santa Clara Unified School District to use the District contracting process to 
penalize employers that have committed wage theft.

Supported 110 drivers for WeDriveU to organize and join the Teamsters union.

Secured passage of a minimum wage increase in Sunnyvale to $15 per hour by 2018.
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EMPLOYMENT/JOB TRAINING
W

E
S

T

Secured passage of a minimum wage increase in San Leandro to $15 per hour by 2020.

Attained adoption of Community Workforce Agreements in Santa Clara County, which makes 
construction positions available for low-income parents, at-risk youth, formerly incarcerated 
residents, and other disadvantaged workers.

Won adoption of a Wage Theft Prevention Policy in San Jose City Council.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Attained 40 percent local hire provision in Phase 1 development of the $122 million streetcar in 
downtown Milwaukee.

Won a commitment from Sagamore Development for $100 million to benefit workforce development 
initiatives as well as educational programming, college scholarships, and improvement of recreation 
facilities in Baltimore.

Updated U.S. Department of Labor Apprenticeship regulations for the first time since 1978 to include 
an updated list of protected categories and detailed mandatory actions a sponsor must take to 
satisfy its affirmative action obligations.

Lifted a 40-year-old prohibition on geographic and targeted hiring on federally funded transportation 
projects through a 2-year pilot project that will provide the data needed to establish the legal basis 
for local hire.

Established hiring preferences for veterans with Virginia Department of Transportation in the 
Hampton Roads neighborhood.

Achieved passage of a local Wage Theft Ordinance in Cincinnati.

Updated the U.S. Fair Labor Standards Act to ensure that the maximum number of individuals are 
protected by the overtime pay provision.

Won a humanitarian parole for a seafood worker who was illegally fired for organizing to stay                 
in the U.S. without a named employer on his visa.

Won passage of Amendment 70, which raises the minimum wage in Colorado to $12 per hour by 
2020.

Attained passage of a minimum wage increase in Maine to $12 per hour by 2020.

Achieved passage of Initiative 1422, to raise the state minimum wage in Washington to $13.50 per 
hour by 2020 and mandate employers to offer paid sick leave.

Passage of minimum wage increase in Polk County, Iowa to $10.75 per hour by 2019.

Passage of minimum wage increase in Linn County, Iowa to $10.25 per hour by 2019.

Attained passage of a comprehensive Earned Sick and Safe Time Ordinance in Minneapolis, giving 
workers in the city the ability to take up to 6 paid sick days.

Attained passage of a comprehensive Earned Sick and Safe Time Ordinance in St. Paul, giving 
workers in the city the ability to take up to 6 paid sick days.
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EMPLOYMENT/JOB TRAINING
N

A
T

IO
N

A
L Won passage of legislation enacting a New York statewide $15 minimum wage plan and a 12-week 

paid family leave policy.

Secured passage of a minimum wage increase in Oregon to $14.75 per hour inside Portland, $13.50 
per hour in midsize counties and $12.50 per hour in rural areas by 2022.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

S
O

U
T

H

Defeated Florida Amendment 1, a utility-sponsored proposed amendment to limit solar                           
expansion and keep solar energy competitors from challenging the monopoly of energy utility 
companies in the state.

Won passage of a resolution banning fracking in Orange County, Florida.

Ensured creation of a position for low-income community representation on the Miami Sea Level Rise 
Committee.

Secured approval for Amendment 4 in Florida, which provides tax exemptions for solar power and other 
renewable energy equipment included in home, commercial, and industrial property values that would 
otherwise fall under the tangible property tax bracket.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Won a 90-day continuance on the Santolina development project in Albuquerque. 

Included acequia and water policies in regional water plans in the New Mexico statewide planning 
process.

Modified the local Forest Revision Plan process for the Carson National Forest in three counties with 
numerous acequias.

Opened an investigation into the Albuquerque-Bernalillo County Air Quality Control Board and the 
City of Albuquerque Environmental Health Department for discriminating against people of color when 
deciding where to permit air pollution.

Secured passage of a resolution by eight Northern Indian Pueblo Councils in support of Gathering for 
Mother Earth and recognizing the importance of women and girls within environmental issues.

Approved a new water filter to remove arsenic for residents of Tornillo, Texas.

Achieved passage of a Sustainability Plan in San Antonio with a strong focus on climate change and 
equity. 

W
E

S
T

Secured passage of AB 197, which directs the California Air Resources Board to prioritize local 
emission reductions for greenhouse gas emitters and enacts new governance reforms at the agency. 
It also requires a reduction of harmful emissions from the major stationary source polluters and from 
tailpipes.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
W

E
S

T

Achieved passage of SB 32, setting targets for greenhouse gas reductions in California by 2030 and 
resulting in significant cuts made to carbon dioxide emissions.

Won passage of the Planning for Healthy Communities Act, which mandates the inclusion of 
environmental justice principles in California land-use planning.

Attained passage of AB 2722, which establishes a grant program in California for broad-based 
greenhouse gas emission reduction projects that provide local economic, environmental, and health 
benefits to disadvantaged communities.

Achieved passage of AB 1550, which requires the California Greenhouse Gas Reduction fund to invest 
a minimum of 25 percent of available money to projects located within, and benefiting individuals living 
in, disadvantaged communities.

Achieved passage of Measure A in Los Angeles County to bring funding for new parks and to improve 
available parks in communities that need them the most.

Won adoption of a utility use disclosure ordinance to advance sustainability goals for tenant leases at 
the Port of San Diego.

Won approval of the Alamar River Sustainable Plan by the Tijuana City Council.

Rezoned an underutilized public lot in the Santa Ana neighborhood to convert the lot into an open 
space and park for community use.

Achieved approval for a $3.5 billion waste hauling contract in Los Angeles that will dramatically 
increase recycling, create and improve jobs, and reduce pollution from trucks and landfills.

Secured approval for pilot Community Solar Program in Los Angeles to increase the presence of solar 
power in low-income communities.

Secured emergency funding legislation of $176.6 million to test 10,000 California homes within 1.7 
miles of the now-closed Exide Technologies battery recycling plant.

Won a commitment by the Board of Commissioners of the Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power to annually report on indicators related to social equity in employment, procurement, and service 
provision.

Won passage of a bill that requires a severance tax on oil and gas extraction in Campbell County, 
California to increase revenue for the general fund.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Convinced the Army Corps of engineers to deny a permit for construction of the Dakota Access 
Pipeline to cross the Missouri River near Standing Rock.

Updated Interior Department’s regulations governing methane emissions and wasted gas, limiting 
venting, flaring, and leaking from oil and gas operations on public and tribal lands.

Achieved passage of the Stream Protection Rule by the U.S. Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement to protect the water in communities where coal is mined.
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FAIR LENDING
W

E
S

T

Won adoption of an ordinance in Campbell, California to curb predatory payday lending.

FOOD SECURITY/ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOOD

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Achieved passage of SB 2393 to increase access to school breakfast after the start of class in Illinois.

S
O

U
T

H

Stopped passage of a bill in Alabama that would have placed punitive restrictions on SNAP, Medicaid, 
and TANF.

Attained passage of legislation to establish the Healthy Food Financing Study Commission in Alabama.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T Defended attempts to defund “after the bell” school breakfasts for New Mexico school children and 
promoted local procurement policies with large food providers.

Defeated SB 1161, a bill that would have limited the eligibility of 80,000 people for food assistance 
programs in Arizona. 

W
E

S
T

Instituted a city-wide policy requiring that all farmers markets in Los Angeles accept EBT/Cal Fresh.

 

HEALTH CARE

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Won passage of an ordinance in Cook County to establish a Direct Access Program, which will provide 
preventative and primary health care to 40,000 uninsured residents.

Renewed the All-Kids health insurance program to provide comprehensive, affordable, health 
insurance to children in Illinois.

S
O

U
T

H

Reversed an $85 million cut to the Medicaid budget line in Alabama and took a one-time BP settlement 
of $1 billion to fill budget holes for FY17 and FY18.

Attained state health insurance coverage for legally present children of permanent residents in Florida.

Secured passage of HB 89/ SB 248, which extends health care coverage in Florida to lawfully residing 
children of immigrants by eliminating the 5-year waiting period.

Ensured seven hospitals in Georgia reinforce the importance of hospital lactation under the Baby 
Friend Hospital Initiative.
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HEALTH CARE
S

O
U

T
H Collaborated with Asa Yancey Health Center in Atlanta to develop a kiosk application for mental health 

screening and health care improvement.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Amended SSB 1457 to reinstate KidsCare, the program that provides health care for more than 30,000 
low-income Arizona children.

Achieved approval of a new patient financial services policy at the University of New Mexico Hospital 
that prohibits any indigent patient, regardless of immigration status, from being sent to collections for 
medical debt.

Blocked two anti-choice bills in New Mexico—the first would have banned abortion late in pregnancy 
and the second would have required parental permission.

Won a supreme court case in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, which struck down a Texas law that 
would have closed a majority of the state’s abortion clinics.

W
E

S
T

Secured inclusion of $2 billion in health-care services for low-income and disabled populations in the 
California 2016/2017 budget.

Granted access to health care for undocumented families in California by requiring the state exchange 
to offer a plan for these families.

Defeated an attempt by Saint Agnes Hospital, a hospital based in Fresno, to reduce their Charity Care 
Program.

Won passage of SB 75, to provide full scope Medi-Cal benefits to individuals under 19 years of age 
regardless of immigration status.

Attained passage of Proposition 56, which increased the cigarette tax by $2.00 per pack in California.

Attained passage of Proposition 52, which requires California voter approval to change the dedicated 
use of certain fees from hospitals used to draw matching federal money and fund Medi-Cal services.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Defeated federal proposals to cut Medicaid, turn Medicaid into a block grant, and weaken protections 
for people in the Marketplace and raise their premiums.

 

HOUSING

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Won the release of $36.4 million in escrowed funds for rental subsidies in Illinois.

Negotiated a fairer policy with the city of Chicago to regulate the seizure of personal property during 
sweeps of homeless encampments.

Passed an amendment to Naperville’s fair housing ordinance, barring discrimination by landlords 
based on “legal source of income,” including housing vouchers.
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HOUSING
M

ID
W

E
S

T

Achieved passage of an ordinance in Evanston requiring 10-20 percent of new residential 
developments be priced for low to moderate income households based on area median income, or to 
pay a fee to the city’s affordable housing fund.

Negotiated a city pilot program to rehouse 80 people living under viaducts in Chicago.

Won agreement by the Chicago Housing Authority to build 420 family units and 105 senior units, along 
with 105 units of family housing in North Side neighborhoods.

Secured funding for Cook County mediation to help homeowners prevent foreclosure.

S
O

U
T

H

Secured changes in the on-site administrator at Chalet North mobile home park in Apopka, Florida, 
reducing the number of late-fees residents are charged and the frequency of residents’ vehicles being 
towed.

Won approval for new guidelines eliminating a ban on providing housing assistance to people with 
criminal records by the Housing Authority of New Orleans.

Attained passage of BL 133 and BL 343, which mandate and incentivize inclusionary zoning for certain 
housing developments in Nashville.

W
E

S
T

Won passage of Prop. HHH, to create up to 10,000 units of permanent supportive housing for 
chronically homeless residents in Los Angeles over the next 10 years.

Won passage of Measure JJ in Oakland which strengthens rent control and extends just-cause eviction 
requirements to an additional 15,000 tenants.

Won a rent control ordinance in Santa Rosa that capped rent increases on older apartments at 3 
percent annually and included protections from unfair evictions.

Blocked the city of Santa Ana from hiring a real estate broker to put 99 public vacant lots on the market 
for private ownership.

Blocked an amendment to the city of Santa Ana’s Housing Opportunity Ordinance, which would have 
allowed developers to delay paying a fee that supports the development of affordable housing projects.

Secured passage of a Just Cause Eviction Ordinance in San Jose, strengthening renter              
protections and capping allowable rent increases.

Won the development of a Los Angeles registry of housing units covered by the Rent Stabilization 
Ordinance and a definition of “quality repairs,” which will allow the city to track potentially affordable 
units and provide a platform for forcing landlords to fix unhealthy and unsafe buildings.

Secured passage of Measure JJJ in Los Angeles to create more affordable housing by requiring 
developers to designate a certain percentage of condominiums and apartments in new residential 
buildings for low-income tenants.

Achieved passage of the California Homeowner Survivor Bill of Rights, which allows servicers to speak 
with survivors about options and possibility of loan modifications.

Won requirements from the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) that 35 percent of housing 
units developed on VTA-owned land must be affordable.
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HOUSING
N

A
T
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A
L

Created or expanded housing trust funds in Pennsylvania; Virginia; Lexington and Louisville, Kentucky; 
Kalamazoo, Michigan; Portland, Oregon; and Seattle, Washington.

Achieved an investment of $70 million in the New York State low-income utility assistance program, 
expanding eligibility to 500,000 additional low-income families.

Secured new guidance from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) that 
makes it illegal to discriminate against individuals based solely on their criminal history.

Won adoption of expanded definitions of homelessness by the Census Bureau to improve the count of 
people experiencing homelessness in census surveys.

Maintained level funding for Section 4 Capacity Building Grants in the HUD budget.

Secured development of a new Principal Reduction Modification program through the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency, which will allow mortgage write-down—a reduction in estimated value—on loans 
owned by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

IMMIGRATION REFORM

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Strengthened Chicago’s Welcoming City Ordinance to make it illegal for city employees or law 
enforcement to make threats based on perceived immigration status.

Restored $5.8 million in funding for Illinois immigrant services.

Achieved passage of Welcoming City policies in Evanston and Urbana, Illinois.

S
O

U
T

H

Won support for the Welcoming Cities Initiative in Birmingham, including a staff person dedicated to 
ensuring the initiative’s program objectives are achieved.

Blocked Tennessee HB 1884, which would have allowed for enhanced sentences if the defendant was 
“illegally present” at the time the crime was committed.

Defeated HB 675/ SB 872, which would have forced Florida law enforcement to cooperate with federal 
immigration authorities at a level not mandated or funded by the federal government.

Defeated HB 563, which sought to penalize mixed status immigrant families in Florida by mandating 
that individuals not legally eligible to receive benefits must report their income in determining eligibility 
for the whole family.

Defeated HB 1095, a bill meant to limit the access of resources for refugees and immigrants in the state 
of Florida.

Reduced federal prosecutions for illegal reentry, especially for individuals in Louisiana who would 
otherwise be non-priorities for ICE intervention.

Blocked SB 2267/ HB 1969, SB 1486/ HB 1637, and HB 1669/ SB 1905, which each would have 
required Tennessee localities to fully comply with every request from federal immigration authorities 
under the Criminal Alien Program.
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IMMIGRATION REFORM
S
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U

T
H

Blocked SB 1904/ HB 2555 and HB 2554/ SB 2496, which attempted to expand the E-Verify program in 
Tennessee by mandating that all businesses that employed 1 or more employees participate in E-Verify.

Blocked SB 1929/ HB 2415, which would have required the Tennessee Office for Refugees to report on 
refugees based on their national origin.

Blocked SB 1733/ HB 1713, which targeted refugee families and children by denying Tennessee 
state-funded services such as healthcare, food stamps, and other services for people with disabilities, 
children, and the elderly.

Blocked SB 0364/ HB 1195, SB 1614/ HB 2150, and SB 0776/ HB 0725, which sought to undermine 
resettlement agencies in Tennessee and instead place the coordination of resettlement back into the 
hands of the state.

Secured reforms to the New Orleans Police Department policy, ensuring it does not question individuals 
on immigration status, share information with ICE, or engage in raids unless ICE produces a criminal 
warrant for the arrest and requires assistance.

Defeated several pieces of anti-immigrant legislation in New Orleans that were introduced in response 
to bias-free policing and the Welcoming Cities resolution.

S
O

U
T

H
W

E
S

T

Settled a lawsuit against the New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department, requiring the department 
to stop automatically withholding income tax refunds from immigrants in the state who file under 
alternative identification numbers.

Secured passage of HB 99, which creates a non-discriminatory licensing and law enforcement practice 
in New Mexico by developing a two-tier driver license system.

Ended participation in the Criminal Alien Program by three counties in New Mexico (Santé Fe, Taos, Rio 
Arriba), resulting in reductions of police-initiated deportations.

Settled a lawsuit against Texas state officials ensuring that regardless of parental residency, children 
born in the United States are able to obtain birth certificates.

Defeated attempt to repeal New Mexico’s immigrant driver’s license law.

Attained passage of New Mexico SJM 10, which calls for expansion of language access in state 
agencies.

W
E

S
T

Achieved passage of Welcoming Cities resolutions in Chula Vista, Encinitas, Lemon Grove, San Diego 
and Solana Beach, guided by the principles of inclusion to create a community where everyone feels 
welcome, including immigrants and refugees.

Achieved passage of the TRUTH Act, which guarantees the “right to know” if ICE is targeting 
community members in jails, and the “right to say no” to abusive interrogations.

Secured passage of an Alameda County resolution calling on all county departments not to be involved 
with deportations that ignore due process for immigrants.

Secured passage of AB 2566, which seeks to ensure that California public notaries accept other forms 
of identification, such as foreign passports and consular ID cards.
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IMMIGRATION REFORM
N
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T
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N
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Expanded the Haitian Families Reunification Parole Program to cover 19,000 waitlisted Haitians 
awaiting admission to the United States.

Extended Temporary Protected Status for Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea.

Won expansion of a federal fee-waiver program for low-income immigrants who submit applications to 
naturalize as citizens.

Pressured U.S. Customs and Border Patrol to request quotes to purchase 108 body-worn               
cameras and 12 vehicle-mounted cameras for greater accountability.

Secured additional $330,000 for New York City immigrant deportation defense fund.

Revised U.S. Department of Homeland Security policies to better ensure immigration enforcement does 
not interfere with workers exercising their right to employment.

Blocked several federal anti-immigrant proposals including the Stop Dangerous Sanctuary Cities Act, 
Stop Illegal Reentry Act, and Kate’s Law.

Won the establishment of a Philadelphia Charter Change to ensure residents with limited English 
proficiency have access to public information and services.

 

LGBT RIGHTS

S
O

U
T

H

Repealed an anti-trans bathroom ordinance in Oxford, Alabama.

Defeated an anti-LGBTQ bill in Georgia that would have provided faith-based organizations more 
flexibility to deny services to LGBTQ individuals.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Included language to better reflect privacy and HIPAA concerns for LGBTQ individuals in the federal 
Helping Families in Mental Health Crisis Act.

Won repeal of an anti-trans bathroom ordinance in Cleveland and passed a trans-inclusive public 
accommodation ordinance.

Achieved passage of a law in Massachusetts that gives transgender people the right to use public 
restrooms and locker rooms consistent with their gender identities.

Won inclusion of provisions in the federal Runaway and Homeless Youth Act improving access to 
services and supports for LGBTQ young people experiencing homelessness.

Defeated a bill in South Carolina that would have mandated public restrooms and school bathrooms 
only be used based on gender listed on a person’s birth certificate.

Defeated an anti-trans school policy proposed by the Berkeley County, South Carolina school board, 
which would have required transgender people to use restrooms based on the gender listed on their 
birth certificate.
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TRANSPORTATION
S
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U

T
H

W
E

S
T

Secured a change in Texas Department of Transportation policy to no longer allow trucks to              
access the port of entry through a low-income neighborhood in front of a high school—reducing the 
high level of diesel contamination in the community

Secured commitment from the Hidalgo County Commissioner to fix streets in the Indian Hills Colonias 
East and West.

Attained funding for a special pedestrian crosswalk on a busy street in San Antonio and secured an 
additional $1 million in the budget for streetlights. 

W
E

S
T

Defeated Measure A, a proposal for a half-cent sales tax to fund transportation and infrastructure 
projects throughout San Diego County that did not incorporate equity goals such as creating jobs for 
local residents and serving low-income communities and youth.

Secured passage of Measure M in Los Angeles County, which will increase funding for greenway 
infrastructure and alternative transportation including bike lanes.

Secured adoption of Barrio Logan Marine Terminal Expansion by the Port of San Diego, which will limit 
pollution and include community benefits.

Attained approval from San Diego’s regional planning agency for the development of a trolley to 
connect San Ysidro, Imperial Beach, Chula Vista, and National City.

Secured funding in the Regional Transportation plan for a “Bus on Shoulder” pilot program in San Diego 
as an alternative to freeway expansion and a bus stop in Golden Hill/Sherman Heights to provide better 
North/South transit access.

Won passage of the San Francisco Transportation Equity Charter Amendment, which includes the free 
Municipal Railway (Muni) program.

Achieved passage of Measure B in Santa Clara County, a transportation tax measure that includes 
$500 million for bus service over 30 years.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Secured passage of a measure in Indianapolis that will fund a portion of a county-wide transit 
expansion plan.

 

VOTING RIGHTS

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Allocated $1 million to create a Chicago municipal ID for city residents.

S
O

U
T

H Won a lawsuit to extend the Florida voter registration period after Hurricane Matthew, enabling 108,000 
additional people to register during the 2016 election cycle.
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VOTING RIGHTS
S

O
U

T
H

W
E

S
T Secured a resolution by the Tucson Unified School District to increase culture around civic engagement 

and voter registration among students, parents and faculty.

Won a ruling from the Fifth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals to weaken the Texas voter ID law in order to 
end its discriminatory impact on Black and Latinx voters.

W
E

S
T

Attained passage of AB 2466, which restores voting rights for anyone convicted of a felony, but who is 
not currently in state or federal prison or on parole.

Won passage of Measures K and L to require decisions on candidates and ballot initiatives in San 
Diego to be final only after November rather than June elections.

Attained passage of Measure S in El Cajon, California that requires elections of City Council members 
by geographic districts in which they reside by November 2018.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Blocked an increase in the price of voter registration cards in Nevada, which would have reduced the 
ability of organizations to conduct voter drives.

Won passage of SB 340/ HB 980, which automatically restores voting rights of individuals released from 
prison in Maryland.

Attained passage of municipal ID programs in Plainfield and Elizabeth, New Jersey.

 

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

M
ID

W
E

S
T

Secured funding in state budget for the youth leadership program Teen REACH.

S
O

U
TH

 W
E

S
T

Blocked HB 27, which would have instituted a youth curfew policy in Albuquerque.

W
E

S
T

Won state allocation of an additional $1.7 million for Transitional Aged Youth services.
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OTHER: FISCAL POLICY
M

ID
W

E
S

T

Won passage of the Debt Transparency, Accountability and Performance Ordinance by the              
Chicago City Council, which prevents the fast-tracking of bad borrowing schemes.

Renegotiated state financial deals to avoid an $870 million taxpayer payout to Wall Street banks in tax 
interest rate swaps.

Achieved passage of an ordinance in Chicago to designate a Westside community as a Special 
Service Area, levying a 1.75 percent property tax for a 10-year period to fund projects to improve the 
community and encourage economic development.

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L

Attained passage of a federal bill that made several “tax extenders” due to expire permanent. These 
included certain provisions in the Earned Income Tax Credit, the Child Tax Credit and the American 
Opportunity Tax Credit.

Secured new U.S. Treasury rules to close loopholes that allowed companies to avoid paying billions of 
dollars in taxes by merging with a company in a foreign tax haven.
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